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E T HOS
ABSTRACT OF THE PROJECT

Education Through Organ Study was conceived of as a great opportunity,to

counteract disaffected students' falling academic achievement, mushrooming absence--

truancy rates, and discouraging attitude toward education and the school community.

This was to be done through a presumed highly motivating input--the use of portable

desk reed organs--a 3% octave keyboard instrument, programed music texts, and a

highly structured syllabus--all of which were to assure success in acquiring the

musical skill in both cognitive knowledge and performance ability. The program

operated on a shoestring budgei of $2,403. with no funds for salaries or clerk-

ical assistance.

The program was not implemented until the spring term 1971 and ran 5

months (85 days) 1 period daily for 3 classes totalling 92 students at entry
11

and conducted by 2 teachers.

A modified Pan-American Musical Aptitude test was used to assess student

musical abilities at inception of classes. It was given after classes were

organized, and thus failed to qualify as a criterion for student selection.

An "in-house" achievement test was administered on a before-after

program basis for all participants, and increment in skill analyzed for signifi-

cance by means of a non-parametric correlated t-test. Results were highly

significant as to learning gains in the basic musical skills for all classes

at the T% level of probability. This significance applies only to those re-

maining in the program to the end--about 50% of the enrollees.

A 50-item attitudinal instrument on education and the school (See

Appendix D) modified from validated items was compiled from the IC E. Shaw

& J. M. Wright anthology of attitudinal instruments--Scales for the Measure-

ment of Attitude McGraw-Hill (1967)---was administered all participants, also

7



ABSTR.- 2

on a before-and-after program basis and analyzed non-parametrically by correlated

t-test. The resulting no significant difference for all classes suggests' problems-

in obtaining significant difference measurement over a four month period for a

non-major subject project.

Comparative absence rates fram school were studied for the project semes-

ter and the winter term before. Two out of three classes showed higher absence

rates during the project semester for program retainees. The differences again

were not statistically significant for any class when analyzed non,-parametrical4

for small sample sizes by correlated t-test.

In the comparative analysis of Metropolitan Reading Achievement test

scores for the year before to the semester of the program, the scant data avail-

able for retested students, numbering 27 in total, suggested a widening of read-

ing deficit among program participants. It also showed that students with the

lowest reading scores tended to be the ones who dropped out of the program; those

with the better scores (least deficit) were the retainees. Thus the most dis-

affected students who might be presumed to benefit most from the profam, became

the ones who removed themselves fram-its effects by dropping out.

Comparative mathematics standardized achievement scores for participants

did not exist in the official school records.

Faculty attitude as assessed by interview and end-term questionnaire

revealed very positive attitude toward the program and the use of the musical

instrument; very favorably lauded student progress and student cooperation; and

fevored program continuation. There was however, recognition of decline in stu-

dent attendance during the program, mechanical problems with the instruments,

and admitted lack of teamwork among the participating faculty.

Examination of the curriculum showed disparity between ETHOS;,classes

in curriculum coverage in the John Thampsonts: Adult preparatuz Piano Book.

vi
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Apart from individual teaching style differences, misplacement of sole copy of

the ETHOS syllabus document at start of the project led to week-by-rek planning

separately by each teacher, and was related to non-coordination among them. By

the end of the semester, the Project Coordinator had regenerated the document.

The Project Coordinator was sufficiently overburdened by administrative

detail in basic program administration, syllabus regeneration, testing and scoring,

budgeting and ordering, and submission of interim reports to the State Department

of Education, all without clerical assistance, that he 'hesitated to apply for re-

cycling of funds for another year of ETHOS.

There was insufficient opportunity to publicize adequately the program

in the school community or facilitate the programing o -students into ETHOS

classes as was needed.

The program did appear to sustain highly positive motivation for those

who remained with it, and resulted in a sigiiificant development of early musical

knowledge and performance skills. However, the major goal of generalized trans-

fer of improvement of learning to reading and major skill areas was not achieved.

The project also failed to reduce absenteeism ane truancy, or to ituvrove sig-

nificantly attitude toward education and the school as measured. As a result,

the program ha.s been discontinued.

Specific recommendations to correct administrative, curricular and

instructional problems, including better use of criter4a for student selection,

publicity and a school performance goal for participants, have been made as

prerequisite to replicating the study, and that only on a one-full year basis.

Under the operating conditions described in the report, the 'model

program' with wide potential applicability to similar situations for disaffected

4
students has not come into being.

vii
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PURPOSES AND DFLIGN OF THE STUDY

A. Background to the study

Previous studies and statements made by the Educational Policies

Commission 0962) have suggested that children in poverty areas: a) can

be reached by school offerings that result in good achievement, because they

have a normal range of intelligence and ability; (2) have learning styles

and motivation different from that of middle class cultd-re;-and, (3) need

school programs that are reoriented for students with different or limited

backgrounds (Olanoff and Kirschner, 1969).
1

The above mentioned report

indicates that general music programs through junior-high school aim toward

music appreciation and a pleasurable stimulation about music with less

emphasis on musical skills and direct participation. In addition, music

appreciation has suffered from overcrowding due to large combined classes,

lack of materials and equipment, inadequate staffing, and a secondary place

relative to traditional subjects geared toward academic achievement.2

The Proje<f- Director and founder of the ETHOS program has favored

moving in a direction of more direct student parti-ipation in acquisition of

specific musical skills as a means for maintaining motivation during school

study, and leaving students with an enjoyable developed 'Skill which can be

practiced at home throughout their lives or developed further into musical

careers. It was seen, moreover, as a means of motivating disaffected

students to remaining in school, of reducing absenteeism and of leading to

improved academic achieliement in the major subject areas.

101anoff, Martin and Louise Kirschner. Music Ability Utilization Program.
Cooperative Research Project No. 2600, U. S. Dept. of Hlth, Educ. & Welf.
Bureau of Educational Research, Bd. of Educ. of the City of N.Y. 1969.

p.32 Ibid. pp.5, 6.

1 0
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Such movement has been made possible by increasing pressures for revamping

curriculum in urban ghetto area high schools, and by availability of public

funds for experimenting with innovative programs using equipment and materials

with manageable class-sized groups.

In music education, a number-of programs have introduced a music labors-

tory approach with new curricular materials whereby students learn to play an

instrument and read music as a matter of direct participation (Gluck, 1970) 3
.

The Project Director did preliminary investigation on availability of inexpen-

sive keyboard instruments and located several portable reed organs in the $40.

range. This rendered feasible the setting up of a pilot program with re-

searchable components and measures on a minimum budget of aproximately $2,400.

Contact was made through the High School Projects Office, and with support of

the Bureau of Music, a program proposal was submitted for funding under the

New York State Urban Education Program-Quality Incentive Program, State

Education Law 3602, subdivision 11, as amended, 1970 Legislative Session.

The initial document as prepared by the Project Director was entitled: "A

Proposal for the Establishment of Portable Desk Organ Lab."

3Gluck, Harriet D. "The Andrew Jackson Piano Laboratory."

High Points. Board of Education of the City of New York. Fall 1970
pp. 30, 31.

1 1
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Statement of the Problem

Six primary and secondary objectives of the ETHOS program were listed in

the original project proposal of August 1970 and dealt with pupil motivation,

success in music achievement, raising of self-image, improvement in attitudes,

improvement in pupil socialization, and the providing of a vehicle of instruct-

ion via the keyboard.

From these goals, the hypothesis of the project.is that generalized

improvement in school attendance and relative success in academic work accom-

panied by a more positive attitude toward education will transfer from a

non-academic skill area where motivation, reinforcement and success are built

in. Restated as a problem:

CAN GENERALIZED IMPROVEMENT IN SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND RELATIVE
SUCCESS IN ACADEMIC WORK ACCOMPANIED BY A MORE POSITIVE ATTITUDE
TOWARD EDUCATION TRANSFER TO OTHER AREAS FROM AN ACQUIRED LEVEL .

OF MUSICAL SKILL WHERE MOTIVATION, REINFORCEMENT AND SUCCESS ARE
BUILT IN?

The analysis of the problem is represented in the evaluation design of

October 1970, where the goals of the program (as required by the State Educa-

tion Department) were restated in behaviorally observable components that

could lend themselves to measurement and evaluation, avoiding long-range clainm

and difficult-to-observe affective changes.

Primary Ob ectives of the Program

1. To Provide an opportunity for success in musical skill through
direct participation and feedback with students' portable desk organs, soprano
recorders, and highly structured learning materials that teach the pupils how
to use the 4nstruments, at least 75% of the participants will score.at least
757 on a musical achievement test locally constructed as Lriterion for the
observable skills of the program.

2. To provide an opportunity for students to participate more fully
in the total school life and improve in their academic achievement as a result
of this program. Participants will demonctrate:

a. Reduction by 20 to 407. in absenteeism, including reduction
of truancy; and

12
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b. Increment in achievement:

(1) in reading by 10% to 257 over the pre-program year; and

(2) in arithmetic by 10% to 25% over the pre-program year
as Measured by the city-wide standardized achievement
testing program administered uniformly in grade 9 in
all high schools every spring.

3. To provide an opportunity for culturally deprived students to
_improve their attitudes toward education and the school as a result of this
'program, at least 757. of the participants will demonstrate statistically signifi-
cant improvement in positivity of attitude toward their education and the school
as measured by an attitudinal scale, amended from validated items in the Marvin
E. Shaw and Jack M. Wright compendium.of attitudinal instruments (McGraw-Hill,
1967), and administered on a pre-pcogren and post-pilot year basis.

SeCondary. Ob ectivea of the Program

1. To implement the program proposal and description as to the
stated instrumentation, musical skill training, and pupil population involvement
by offering direct keyboard and wiad experiences to students from economically
deprived homes as a vehicle of instruction for their learning by doing.

2. To stimulate individualization of instruction that gives each
pupil a sense of responsibility for his own learning through appropriate musical
instrumentation and highly structured learning materials.

3. To encourage positive socialization through working together
as a performing group in music part of the time.

A. To provide a model program for disaffected pupils that will
have potential applicability-generalizability to similar situations in and out
of the city.

C. Design of the Study

General Description

Under the general description of the project in the Urban Educetion Project

Implementation Grant Application, the philosphy of direct participation ig

expounded:

"This program is concerned and designed to motivate, excite and involve
the musically disaffected child. It is a program of cultural enrichment based on
a philosophy that students "learn by doing." Built-in success factors lead a
culturally deprived child through a series of.experiences ranging from rote
performance, to the development of skills through inquisitive searching, to
the creative process of musical composition.

"One of the most important aims of the program is to engender an
attitude in the child which motivates him to participate in the total school

13



life in a constructive way. Through success in musical activities, negative
attitudes will be dimished and a healthier, school-oriented personality pattern
'will be shaped."1

Criteria for Placement

Thirty (30) students from low socio-economic status families who

are below their reading norms, underachieving in school subjects, lacking in

motivation to keep up with their regular schedule, suffering a high rate of

truancy and absenteeism, disaffected from or non-participating in musical

activities and skills, will be assigned to the ETHOS class in place of, the

conventional music appreciation course. These criteria for placement will be

determined by a combination of information provided by students on data sheets

regarding their school program and previous musical experience, information

provided by them in individual interviews, teacher judgment, counselor recom-

mendation, end standardized reading scores and other data provided from school

records.

Personnel and Administration

One licensed music teacher will instruct the ETHOS class. This position

is drawn from the music faculty as 0.2 of a teaching position, and is therefore

not funded by the project. The Project Director is the Chairman of the Music

Department, and therefore there are no budget allocations for any personnel

services in the program design.

Mode of Instruction

Each student will use a portable desk organ and a soprano recorder provided

in a group instructional setting the the ETHOS class for one 45 minute period

5 school days each week.
2

To facilitate this instruction, recordings and

cassette tapes will be ava-i.lable for use by the entire class. As budgeted for,

1 Urban Education Project Implementation Grant Application. B/Ed No. 17-04-470.
Education Through Organ Study (ETHOS), August 1970. Page PP 7.6 = 11.

2 Reed Organ--Model: Explorer I, 3 Octaves. Chita Nagoya, Japan.
Vendor distributor, Metrop. New York Area: Sam Ash Music Corp.
122 Fulton Avenue, Hempstead, L.I., New York 11550.

14
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programmed learning materials in music and workbook materials Were to be

provided for instruction of the ETHOS class in musical notation to help

develop basic musical skill. The basic syllabus was to be completed by the

faculty, based on the 18 week February -- June 1970 program prior to program

commencement. It was to include sound exploration; familiar melc.lies with

fingering; notation andnote values; musical staffs; scales and finger patterns;

phrasing, tempo and dynamics; drilling for dexterity, repertoire and per-

formance skill (See Appendix A).

Measures to be Taken and Instruments to be Used

In addition to student data sheets to be filled-out for entry to the

program, the following parameters are to be included:

1. An abbreviated form of the Pan American Music Aptitude Test to
determine level of musical potential as an aid to criteria for student selection
for program participants (See Appendix 8).

2. An "in-house" musical achievement test developed by the Music
Department and specific to the instructional components planned in the ETHOS
program syllabus. This test is designed for measuring the acquisition of basic
musical skill and is given twice as part of a pre/post gain study (See Appendix C).

3. Metropoiitan Achievement Test data in reading and in arithmetic
are to be recorded from the permanent records of the students as part of determina-,
tion of the d(,crease in reading and mathematical deficiencies where effects of
the program are supposed to carry over into improvement in academic performance.
To help measure this, scores on the standardized Metropolitan tests taken in the
spring of the program year are to be compared with scores received on the Metro-
politans taken in the pre-program year.

4. An absence rate reduction study will be made where the effects
of the program are supposed to result in better attendance in the school as a
whole and in the ETHOS class in particular. To help measure this, the absence
rate as recorded in the Official Class Roll Books of the program year are to be
compared for reduction with the absence rate as recorded on the Permanent Record
Cards of each participant for the pre-program year. Absences (including cutting)
from the ETHOS class are to be studied also, as recorded on the daily Visible
Record Cards of the class, and compared to school absences during the program
year.

5. A Student Attitude Survey will be taken to determine whether any
change in students' attitude toward education and the school has occurred as a
result of participating in the program. For this purpose, a special attitude
instrument has been constructed and used: "The Students' Survey--ETHOS Project
On Education & The School," made of 50 validated items from the Shaw and Wright

15
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anthology of scales (1967) as agreeable to the Music,Department and modified as
to wording by the Project Director (See Appendix D).1 The instrument is to be
administered twice on a pre-program to post-program basis to determine whether
there is significant improvement in students' attitude toward education and the
school as result of participation in the program.

6. Staff attitude will be assessed by means of weekly contact with
the evaluator and a post-program questionnaire called "ETHOS Teacher's Program
vThatior Ft2M." The Project Director's attitude will be assessed by interview
mans also (See Appendix E).

7. Parental attitude toward the effects of the program on their
children will be assessed by questionnaire means as stated in the project proposal.
This component does not appear in the research design.

D. Evaluation Objectives and Procedures

As taken from the research design of October 1970, and based on instruments

of measure, school records, and statistical procedures, the following evaluation

objectives relate to the goals of the program:

1. To determine the extent to which pupils learned now to use the portable
desk organs and soprano recorder flutes, 75% of 60 disadvantaged students will
score at least 75% on the musical achievement test, specifically constructed for
the curriculum output of observable skills of the ETHOS program.

Method and Procedure: The project coordinator and his staff music teacher
will devise a test of-Earal-cognitive and performance skills based on a task
analysis of the program's curriculum. The test will be administered pre- and poet-,
at the beginning of the program in Fall 1970 and at the end of the school year in
June 1971. Means and standard deviations will be compared. Either a correlated
t-test or an appropriate non-parametric statistical test will be performed.
Statistically significant differences between the 1970 pre-program and the 1971
post-test data are expected.

2. To determine the extent to which students' motivation and/or success
in musical skills may have transferred over to improvement in school attendance
and in academic achievement:

a. Sixty (60) participants will show a group improvement in attendance
resulting from a 20 to 40% reduction in absence and truancy.

b. Sixty (60) participants will show a group improvement of:
(1) 10 to 25% in standardized reading achievement scores on the

Metropolitan test battery in city-wide testing; and
(2) 10 to 25% in standardized arithmetic achievement scores on

the MetropQlitan test battery in city-wide testing,

I77--
ahaw, Marvin & Jack M. Wright. Soales for the Measurement of Attitudes.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company (1 9 6-7). 604 pp.; 176 attitudinal instr.

1 6
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in a comparison of scores at the end of the program year (Spring-I....,
1971) with those of the pre-program year (Spring, 1970).

Method and Procedure:

a. Attendance levels for 1971 and 1970 will be listed from official
school records. Means and standard deviations will be computed
for 1971 and 1970. Either a correlated t-test or an appropriate
nonparametric statistical test will be performed. Statistically
sigLUicant differences between the 1970 pre-program and the
1971 post-test data are expected.

b. A study of cumulative record cards for standard scores or grade
equivalents in the Metropolitan Achievement Test Battery for
reading and arithmetic for Spring 1971 and Spring 1970 will
be made and listed for the 60 participants. Means and standard
deviations will be computed and a correlated t-test or an
appropriate nonparametric statistical test will be performed.
Statistically significant differences between the 1970 pre-program
and 1971 post-tests are expected.

3. To determine the extent to which student attitudes taward education
and the school have improved in the course of the year, an attitudinal instru-
ment constructed from the Shaw and Wright anthology of scales as amended will
be rAministered Upon entry and at:4the end of the school year.

Method and Procedure: Changes in the degree of positivity of responses
to every item will be listed. Means and standard deviations will be computed
from scale value changes. A correlated t-test or an appropriate nonparametric
statistical test will be performed. Statistically significant differences are
expected.

4. The degree to which the program haE been implemented will be described
from the analysis of music instrumentation and highly structured learning materi-
als; the analysis of the curriculum amd skill training procedures followed
through; and, the level of pupil involvement observed.

5. The degree of individualization of instruction and learning engaged
in will be determined from teacher statements, claeJroom observation and selected
pupil interview.

6. The amount of pupil socialization achieved through the practice of
performing music groups will be assessed from teacher opinion and also again
from classroom observations.

7. The determination of the value of the evaluation report as a model
for pupils similarly disaffected in other urban locations will rest on the
findings from the foregoing six evaluation objectives, and the extent to which
the innovative individualized curriculum is describable and replicable.
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II IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM

A. Modifications of the Program Proposal and Research Design

The following changes were instituted initially as result of delayed

funding by the State Department of Education and implementation of the program

which could not begin before February 1971 instead of the hoped for late fall

date of November 1970. Delays also in shipment of the portable keyboard organs

by the vendor set back beginning .of the program until after the turn of the

year.

1. Since the set-up of the portable reed organ laboratory would be
in use only one period daily, it was considered useful to set up 2 additional
organ study classes to serve up to 60 additional students. Less rigid criteria
for disaffection would be used for placement in the two supplementary or
"regular ETHOS" classes, but a more general yardstick of a lack of previous
musical experience and poor academic achievement and attendance would still
be sought after. Students enrolled in any of the 3 classes would take ETHOS
program in place of music appreciation, and receive equivUent minor subject
credit.

2. A second licensed music teacher would be assigned to cover 0.4
of a teaching position for the additional two classes from within the Music
Department.

3. With the program commencing in February 1971 instead of Fall,
1970, the possibility of a 3Aths year of 1 year syllabus for some students
(ETHOS I & II) was abandoned in favor of a single 16 week syllabus for
ETHOS I for all enrollees. Corresponding modifications of the syllabus
outline had to be contemplated for a single musical skills course.

I. To concentrate on the reed organ for notation, scale and sight
reading of musical staffs, plans to have a second musical instrument -- the
soprano recorder -- were cancelled. The problem of sanitation for mouthpieces,
and the problem of security for so small a pipe mitigated against use of more
than one instrument -- a keyboard one for the first ETHOS course.

S. Parental attitude assessment was not included in the research
design. At the early stage of musical instruction represented by a shortened
program in the form of a single.February - June course, with little if any
parental contact wi'uh the portable organ laboratory, and an expeced extremely
small sample of interested or knowledgeable parents, the idea of a questionnaire
to them was considered beyond the immediate scope of the evaluation instruments
necessary to assess the program.

1 8
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B. Setting up the ETHOS Environment

The portable reed organs were placed on half a dozen movable tables,

approximately four per table to Allow for 30 students, each at individual

practice instruments. Each student received a copy of the John Thompson's

"Adult Preparatory Piano Book," as the official text for the course, but

to be returned at the end of each.period, and shared as with the organs

among the three classes. The reed organs were locked away in a preparation.

or storage closet leading off the classroom at the end of the three period--

three ETHOS.class daily set-up.

A budget modification allowed late purchase of 30 - 6 volt D. C. adapters

and a sufficient number of octolet (8-tap electrical extensions) to permit

powering of the 30 reed organs from the two inadequate electrical outlets

in the classroom.

The instruments were so arranged on the tables that every student could

view the blackboard. From that point on teaching-learning transactions occurred

each period with the teacher in a didactic central stance, heavily using the

blackboard. Students working with the reed organ and Thompson's piano book

responded mostly in group unison with interspersed small group and individual

responses. Response mode was almost always an instrumental one with relatively

few verbal responses evoked from these students whose verbal repertoires and

life styles in school disfavored such a response mode.

No homework was assigned since the selected students had no musical

instruments at home.

The ETHOS project extended throughout the Spring term, 1971, February-

through-June inclusive, encompassing 89 school days.

1 9
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C. Selection of Students

The ETHOS special class was to consist of 30 students who were most dis-

affected from music or cultural activities. The absence of prior musical train-

ing is an absolute criterion for entry into the ETHOS class, it has been stated.

Underachievement in reading and mathematics follows. High truancy and cutting

rate is the third area of criterion for entry, it has been written. Finally,

high mobility and a laok of motivation to attend school is mentioned. These

four bases of disaffection for entry into the program appear on page 7 40 of

the New York ,State Urban Education Project proposal.

Selection by ETHOS staff, home room teachers and guidance personnel from

lists of students available and normally assigned to the music appreciation

course or hygiene went through the intermediary of the high school Program

Committee where the logistics of balancing pupils and courses available the

fourth period from music appreciation and hygiene, tended to outweigh considera-

tions of the above listed criteria. It was at this final placement stage that

the Program Director did not have adequate control over student input into the

program.

The two additional classes were constituted via the Program Committee

to make skill instruction on the portable desk organ available to a larger

number of students over a three-period time span daily. The above criteria

for admission were to be less rigidly applied so that through random selection

of general diploma candidates, the second music teacher would add two classes

of students to the ETHOS project who more nearly represented the average popu-

lation for the school. Again students were not to have had prior musical

training. It should be kept in view that by definition students assigned

for general diploma suffer extensive deficits in reading, mathematics, other

academic skills, usually motivation and often have poor attendance records.

2 0
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lt conld therefore be anticipated that there might be less difference between

the Special ETHOS class and the other two "general" ETHOS classes than originally

anticipated.

Student numbers at maximum registration for each class, as of March

were: Special ETHOS Cla.is 24 students

General ETHOS Classes: #1-214 31 students
#1-216 39 students

Total 1.94 students.

As of June, 1971, on the basis of post-testing and attendance records, these

same classes were:

Special ETHOS Class 11 students

General ETHOS Classes: #1-214 15 students
#1-216 22 students

Total- 48 studente.

Thus approximately 51% of those initially enrolled, remained in the program

to the end.

D. T e spt i n Procedures
Upon entry into the program, each registrant was to receive a battery of

three tests:

1. The modified Pan-American Music Aptitude Test.

2. The ETHOS Achievement Test, annin-house" produced departmental
instrument.

3. The Students' Survey -- ETHOS pallect on Education & The School;
the student attitudinal instrument.

The tests were administered on separate days.

The Pan-American Music Aptitude Test, as modified by abbreviation.

. .

The students were given only four sections of the full test as originally

designed, totalling 20 items: I Rhythm; II Pitch; III Melody; IV Chords.
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For each section 5 examples were played, each one twice. If the second or

repeated sample was identical to the first sample, the student answered

positively by writing "plus" ( + ); if different, he wrote ftinus" ( )

on the answer sheet. Scoring was based upon granting 5 points for each correct

response times 20 items gave 100 points of score or-equivalent percentage

values. (See Appendix B).

The ETHOS Achievement Test. Nairowly focused only on the-syllabus of

the ETHOS program by its designers on the teaching staff, there were 30 items

on the 10 sections into which the test was divided: pitch, duration,

major/ninor chords, time and its signatures, sight reading, and recitation

recall. Score values ranged from 1 to 6 points per item, totalling 100 for

direct readout of student percentages. (See Appendix C).

The Students! Survey -- Attitudinal Form. This 50 item instrument,

modified from the Shaw & Wright anthology of 1967, was based on a 5-point

scale of opini0 from strong agreement through indecision to strong disagree-

ment. There are 3 subsections to the test, and an average score was computed

in terns of the 5-point scale or value system. Items deal with student&

attitudes toward education in general; the school in particular including

teachers, classrooms, subject areas and school rules; and, relation of

education to the world of work. (See Appendix D).

The above described data was kept on specially designed curds called:

ETHOS STUDENT RECORD shown below in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1
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ETHOS Teacher's program Evaluation Form. Each of the two music teachers

was given a two page evaluative'set of sheets to guide him in accounting for

all areas of the program. This evaluative instrument was thus designed to

replace the teacher's so-called "professional report," a required end-term

open-ended essay to be written on any special project engaged in. It replaced

the loose essay with 10 areas of specificity dealing with: student progress

in musical skill as a group, evaluations of methods for teaching used,

mkterial used, motivational techniques observed, attendance changes recorded,

student attitude changes and cooperation noted: problems and possibiliUes

taat occurred, effects of the program e:Yr: c:11r student work where known, and

coordination level achieved with other faculty. (See Appendix E).

On the last week of full student attendance in the program in mid-June,

each of the 51% of originally enrolled participants who stuck out the program,

received a battery of two tests as his postmeasure for the program:

1. The ETHOS Achievement Test. This was an identical copy of

the pre-test in achievement. No alternate forms were dyveloped.

2. The Students' Survey -- Attitudinal Form. This was also

identical to the pre-program attitudinal evaluation. Alternate forms were

not developed.

The "t - test" of significance between means on matched pairs of

samples was used for these two instruments to determine whether progress

made in skill achievement and improvement shown in student attitude was

statistically signiMant during these 18 short weeks of the program's

initial operation.

2 5
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E. The ETHOS Syllabus and Learning Situation

The ETHOS syllabus as developed by the Project Director and Special ETHOS

teacher, both 'killed musicians and on staff of the Music Department, was de-

scribed earlier, and has been reproduced in Appendix A. The general sequence

consists of: sound exploration of familiar melodies with fingering; discrimina-

tion series for pitch, duration, tempo; creation of original melodies-one octave;

expansion of play range; note values and their symbols; staffs, their functions,

symbols and naming; left and right hand playing; sharps, flats and scales with

finger patterns; phrasing, tempo and dynamics; phrasing, tempo and dynamics in

simple composition design; drillwork for coordination, dexterity end speed;

repertoire building with emphasis on individualization; end-course individual

and group performance; and, evaluatio n.

Three texts were examined before the John Thompson's: Adult Preparatory

Piano Book, published by Willis Music Company, Cincinnati (1962) was chosen

by the Project Director. The music progression presented therein is both

extensive and rapid so that quicker learners are not limited. It was con-

sidered more suitable to age and level of ao'hitication of student as an

adult-oriented text to stimulate motivation and upon which to model musical

skills behavior. John Thompson's: The First Grade Book - Something New

Every Lesson, Willis Music Co. (1936) with elementary school type pictures

on the pages to color in, was considered aversive to tuning in the students

and negative to self-image building. The 1-,ext moves very slowly and does not

take in all the needed concepts in the ETHOS syllabus. John W. Schaum's:

Shumann-Schaum for Piano: Book One Based on Events and Episodes of Schumann's

Life, Belwin, Incorporated, Rockville Center, New York (1947), in its focus on

only one composer distant from the students' cultural interest, only has per-

formance material, lacks in music fundamentals presentations, lacks drill

material, and lacks an adult approach.

26



The planned exteniive use of taped materials for helping teach fundamentals

in music discrimination, as an aid to practice, and for supplementing the textual

material with self-pacing, individualized, programed instructional materials,

was not realized. Nonetheless, same recorded material was used in an ETHOS

class occasionally.

* * *
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III FINDINGS OF THE ETHOS STUDY

A. Musical Skills Acquired

ETHOS classes of the two teachers were visited weekly throughout the

duration of the program. Table 1 shows the principal topics on the Wednesday

observations, week-by-week for the Special ETHOS class and one other Regular

ETHOS class of the second teacher for a 16 week period, February-June 1971.

Insert Table 1

Although all classes began at the same place -- fingering, they tended

to diverge in sequence and rate of forward movement. The sequence also does

not correspond very closely with that given in the :,./11abu9 (See Appendix A).

The original syllabus document had been lost, and was regenerated towcrd the end

of the project ex post facto by the ETHOS teacher and Project Director. By the

end of the program term, the special ETHOS class was up to pp. 28-29 in the John

Thompson's "Adult Preparatory Piano Book;" the other (regular ETHOS) classes

were at pp. 14-15. Part of this discrepancy relates to the way each wed( was

organized. The Special ETHOS class teacher adhered to a heavy didactic teaCh-

ing schedule 5 days a week. The teacher of regular ETHOS classes arranged

much individual practice work Thursdays, and had students bring in their own

music or create same Fridays. This could include advanced work from their

John Thompson texts. Thus there was less time for group paced forward move-

ment in the text on a daily basis.

Upon interview, both ETHOS teachers indicated no formal meetings between

them and little if any coordination on program.

It was indicated earlier that no programed instructional materials was

28



Table 1

ETHOS Classroom Observations by Main Topics

Wek Special ETHOS Class Regular (Second) ETHOS Class

Pre-testing Pre-testing

II Fingering Fingering

III Beats and Measures Rounds

IV Staff Notation and Note Values Left and Right Hands; Clefs

V Attitude Survey Sharps and Flats;

(4 weeks overdue) 2-Hand Practice

VI Reading Notes Reading Notes

VII Parents visiting; class cancelled Parents visiting; class cancelled

VIII Crossing Hands; Individual Notations;
Play Progressions Time Signatures

IX Beats and Measures; Time Left Hand Practice Drill;
Signatures; Sharp& and Flats Notation Staff Review

X Teacher absent; class cancelled Instruments not set up;
class cancelled

XI Teacher absent; class cacelled; Left-Right Hand Combinations
Students absent; "Spring Offensive"

III Phrasing in Twos Review of Fundamentals;
End - Part I - Music Text

XIII Phrasing; Key Signatures Timing; Key Signatures

XIV Phrasing; Tonal Shading; Staccato Sight Reading; Finger Drill

XV Major Scales; Thirds Time Signatures

XVI Post-testing Post-testing

NOTES:

Limit of advance into John Thompson's "Adult Piano Preparatory Book."

Special ETHOS Class: pp. 28-29. Regular ETHOS Class: pp. 14-3.5

Regeneration of lost'original Syllabus, ex post facto -- by week XVI.

2 9
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used, and little recorded material to further individualize the instruction.

The learning situation observed thus tended to remain a didactic, teacher-domin-

ated one characterized by extensive group work, some individual response on the

instrument, and very little verbal output by the students. This was more fully

described earlier in Section II (Chapter II), Subsection B: Setting up the ETHOS

Environment. Thus a teaching model has persisted in the ETHOS project little

different from that which has turned disaffected 'students away from other sub-

jects. The one important difference, however, haa been the presence of an

instrument to respond on, with musical output, and the John Thompson's "Adult

Preparatory Piano Book," which has provided a physical basis for sustained

motivation in the program.

Students in the classes were observed to be acquiring musical skills and

knowledge, noticeable from week to week. The formal measurement of this gain

in skills rested primarily on the achievement test, given at the end cf the

program, an identical instrument with the one administered at the beginning

(See Appendix Cs "In House ETHOS Achievement Test"). Table 2 presents the

comparison of results on the two test administrations.

Insert Table 2

Evaluation Objective # 1 of the research design called for 75% of 60

disadvantaged students (45) to score at least 75% on the musical achievement

post-test, specifically constructed for the curriculum output of observable

skills of the program. With only 8 out of 66 originally enrolled students

achieving this criterion (12.1% instead of 75%), Evaluation Objective # 1 has

not been met. With only 42 students countable in post-testing, less than 75%

3 0
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Mean Score
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No. of Students
Mean Score
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Table 2

ETHOS Achievement Test Results

Special ETHOS
Class
No. %

17.7

11
60.4

Regular ETHOS
Class 1-214
No. %

22

24.8

67.9

Regular ETHOS
Class 1-216
No %

30
29.6

17

66.1

Totals
3 Classes
No. %

66
25.5

42
65.2

CRITERION
No. of Students
Percent of Stud
in Post-test
Passing Crit.
Score of 75%

3
27.3

3
21.4

2

11.8
8

19.0

Table 3

Significance of ETHOS Achievement Test Scores

PRE-TEST
Mean Score
Stand. Deviation

PCST-TEST
Mean Score
Stand. Deviation

DIFFERENCE
Mean Diff.
Stand. Dev. of Diff,
Stand. Error of Diff.

Special ETHOS
Class

20.0
5.8

63.6
12.8

43.6
15.7
5.6

Regular ETHOS
Class 1-214
N = 14*

25.8

67.9

10.5

6.2

42.1
13.7

3.7

Regular ETHOS
Class 1-216
N = 14*

35.8
19.5

66.0
10.3

30.2
19.0

5.1

CALCULATED CORRELATED
t VALUE

TABULAR CORRELATED
t VALUE (.05 level)

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
(+) or No Sig. Diff.

7.8

2.3

5.9

2.2

N a matched pairs of sc.:ores of the same students who took both pre- and
post-tests.
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of the entrants remained to complete the program, and their average post-test

scores ranged &out 65%. Several explanations for this include the failure of

instruction to cover much of the area included on test items 20 through 30.

The test had been designed prior to inception of the program, and the s711abus

plan was not fully covered. Furthermore, the last 11 items on the test have

been 60% of the weight of the examination, whereas the first 19 items represent-

ing the better covered portion of the curriculum, have received only 40% of the

test's weight.

Table 3: slEALIEnsp_ of ETHOS Achievement Test Scores, does show, however,

great gains among those students remaining in the program at the end. It analyzes

these gains statistically for significance in terns of Students"t" scores between

correlated means.

Insert Table 3

In choosing the "t" test of significance among correlated means, the

before and after achievement test scores are compared for each student re-

maining in the program at the end. Hence, the concept of correlated means.

The larger number of students starting at the beginning has en ignored, and

the means along with its standard deviation for each cla. recomputed on the

basis of those sticking with the program from beginning to end:

Again the special ETHOS class showed the lowest scores and appeared most

musically disadvantaged at the start of the program with a spread of over 15

percentage points behind one of the less selectively chosen regular ETHOS classes.

By the end of the program, all classes were within 31/2 score points of each other

with the special ETHOS class only slightly behind the others. The calculated

t scores showed that the gains were very highly significant for all classes,

3 2
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and unlikely to occur by chance, despite the failure to achieve the criterion

of 75% of students scoring 75% or better on the post-test (Evaluation Objective #1).

The degree of significance of gains for the special ETHOS group equaled or ex-

ceeded that for the other two ETHOS classes.

With all 3 classes having been brought to near the same level of achieve-

ment at near 65% on post-test means, the instruction did not seem to discriminate

among the quality of students selected for the different classes. However, even

this statement must be couched in guarded terms, since the teacher of the two

regular ETHOS classes completed the post-test questionnaire to each student

himself, putting down the scores he was "sure" they were at by end of the course

rather than allow students to determine their awn exit point. The resulting

uniformity of scores represented the teacher's repudiation of the need for a

post achievement test as criterion to the "excellence" of his instruction.

Finally, we must ask the question, was the highly significant and greatly

similar achievement results in the nusical skills among all 3 classes, a re-

flection of similarity in musical aptitude among participants? Looking at the

scores on the abbreviated (20-item) Pan-American Music Aptitude Test (See Appen-

dix B), we must answer the question affirmatively! The scores converted at

5 points each to percentages were as follows:

Special ETHOS Class: Mean Score = 80.8% with N = 13.
Score range 60 - 95.

Regular ETHOS Class: Mean Score = 80.0% with N = 21.
(Cl. l-214) Score range 65 - 95.

Regular ETHOS Class: Mean Score = 78.8% with N = 35.
(Cl. 1-216) Score range 60 - 100.

The great similarity in class averages with scores within 2.0 points,

the great similarities of score ranges, and the relatively high aptitude level

suggests that despite other educational deprivations and disaffection, basic

ability to discriminate among rhythms, pitches, melodies and chords was quite

33
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good among program participants, and nearly equally so.

The giving of the aptitude test in the classes after they were formed,

unfortunately disqualified the Pan-American as a selection criterion instru-

ment for placement, and as far aa is known, no student W8A rejected or remov-

ed because he lacked apparent ability to acquire the basic skills to be

taught.

B. Student Attitudes
The Students' Survey -- ETHOS Project On EdUcation & the School (See

Appendix D) as constructed from the Shaw and Wright.anthology of attitudinal

instruments, was also given on a pre- and post-program administration basis

to assess possible changes in student attitudes as a,result of the basic mu-

sical instrnction.and musical skill acquired.1 Table h presents-the compari-

son of means for the 3 ETHOS classes on the two administrations of the attitu-

dinal instrument.

Insert Table 4

.1111110. NaIND

A slight improvement was shown on positivity of attitude in each of the

three ETHOS classes by approximately the same amount -- 0.1 of a score point

which is 1/40th or 21/2% of the score range. Again a greatly reduced number of

students took the post-program attitude measure. The drop-off rate was close

to 50%. The small gain in attitude could be due to the less positive students

selectively dropping out of the program. This possibility is explored in

1 Shaw, Marvin & Jack M. Wright. Scales for the Measurement of Attitudes.

'New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1 9 6 7.



PRE-PROGRAM
No. of Students
Mean Score*

POST-PRCGRAM
No. of Students
Mean Score*

Table 4

ETHOS Attitude Changes

Special ETHOS
Class
No. Points

17

3.9

10
14.0

Regular ETHCG
Class 1-214
No Points

23

3.9

9
4.1

Regular ETHOS Totals
Class 1-216
No. Points No. Points

37 77
3.8

20

3.9

3.9

39
4.0

Scores based on a 5-point scale with 5.0 representing strong agreement and
1.0 strong disagreement. The range is thus 4.0 points wide; 3.0 stands for
undecided.

Table 5

Significance of ETHOS Attitudinal Changes

PRE-TEST
Mean Score
Stande Deviation

POST-TEST
Mean Score 3.9 4.1
Stand. Deviation 0.6 0.5

Special ETHOS' Regular ETHOS f Regular ETHOS
Class Class 1-214 Class 1-216

N = 7* N = 9* N 19*

4.1 4.0 3.8
0.3 0.4 0.6

DaFFERENCE
Mean Diff. -0.2 0.1 0.1
Stand. Dev. of Diff. 0.3 0.3 0.3
Stand. Error of Diff.. 1.2 0.1 0.07

3.9
0.3

CALCULATED CORRELATED
t VILUE

TABULAR CORRELATED
t VALUE (.05 level)

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
+ or No Sig. Diff.

-1.7

2.5

n.s.d.

1.0

2.3

n.s.d.

1.4

2.1

n.a.d.

N.. matched pairs of scores; the same students who took both pre- and post-
tests.
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Table 5 where only those taking both pre- and post-program measures were tallied

and anal;rzed for significance of difference before and after by means of a

correlated"t" test.

Insert Table 5

In the case of the special ETHOS classr there was a 0.2 point drop cover-

ing 5% of the saale range. For the other two classes, the gain wae very slight

-- 0.1 point among 28 students. Only 7 students in the special ETHOS could be

compared on the correlated t-test. In either case, these small changea in atti-

tude represent for all 3 classes n. a. d. (no significant difference) on the

correlated t-test for the statistical analysis. Such variation in attitude as

shown here could occur by chance alone without a program. Perhaps the time per-

iod of only 4 months from February to June was not great enough to register sig-

nificant changes in attitude. Or, the skill level attained in one-half of a

program that was originally planned to run a full school year was not sufficiently

reinforcing to the enrollees.

Thus the program criterion, as stated in the research design that 75%

of.the students would R....demonstrate statistically significant improvement

in positivity of attitude toward their education and the school...." was

not met.

The hypothesis (from Table 4) that small gains in.attitude were accumula=-

ted as result of selective dropouts hy poorer students could be confirmed only

for the Special ETHOS class (in Table 5). But the reduced sample number (7)

left for matched pairing and lack of statistical significance in the differences

obtained did not suggest evaluation of the power of this hypothesis.
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C. Faculty-Activities and Attitudes

The two music teachers were observed once each of 18 weeks in the full

teaching sequence for the ETHOS program. AS stated earlier, they presented a

didactic teacher-dominated model of solid traditional classroom instruction

with a three and one-half octave prtable reed desk organ on the table for every

student as operationel medium for student response both in group, and individually.

Programed instruction was not employed as a technique -- the whole group instruc-

tional mode was used most of the time and very seldomly was recorded material

in the form of phonograph records or tapes employed as a medium of instruction.

The mainstay was the chalk beard, teacher at piano and the John Thompson's "Adult

Preparatory Piano Book" which served as daily classroom text. St den did not

check out the instrument so that hamework in the form of music prs94ce outside

the classroom was not given.

The two teachers prepared lesson materials by the week and worked diligent-

ly and professionally with their student groups in the teaching game, but they

tended to work independently of each other. Refer back ie this chapter to Sec-

tion. IV A, Table 1: ETHOS Classroom Observations 7 Topics to note the diver-

gence of activities between the two teachers. Although they stated some level

of coordination had occurred between them at the 6th week, a general progressive

lack of communication.left their reports,'made in 'writing by the end of the pro-

gram, that coordinetion of lessons and activities wee nil or did not occur.

On the 18th and final week the two teachers completed their faculty re-

port on.the project to the Project Director. the instrument appears as a 10

item queetionnairc entitled: ETHOS Teachees Program Evaluation Form" (See

Appendix E).

There was considerable area of agreement, or more appropriately coincidence,

among them on most of the items. table 6 summarizes their responses.

Insert Table 6
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Table 6

Teachers Evaluation of the ETHOS Program

Item

1. Student Progress
in Mteical Skill

2. Methods &Materials
Used

Motivation Techniques
That Worked

4. Overall
Attendance

Level of
ROFEE-booperation

Overall
Student Attitude

Special Problems

Favorable
rossioilities

8. Effc2_E_tsof_lro:am

9. De iee of Coordination
Among 2 Teachers
of Eanos Team

10. Summary Statement
(Opinion or Feeling)

Teachers' Reactions ( N g. 2 )

2 - Strongly positive.
Specifically: Identiry and

play simple: melodies
rhythms
harmonies

to produce recognizable songs.

The John Thompson's Adult Prep. Piano Book
Teacher Lesson Plans
Other Materials

Class Organization
The John Thompson's Musical Text
Teacher interest in individual students
Performing for one's peers.

1 - Decline in attendance from middle to end
.of course.'

1 - No change from beginning to end.

2 - Strongly positive

1 - Increasingly positive towards and.
1 - Maintained good level throughout.

1) Unreliable musical instruments
2) Inadequate electrical wiring
3) Class size too large.

1) Transfer organ skill to piano
2) Active experience performing in music.

2 - No information

2 - None or nil

- Good possibilities in program;
- Continue program.
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The two teachers noted the narked improvement in musical skill produced

by the program and an increasingly positive student attitude with time for those

remaining with the program. The motivational effects of the program and its

instrumentation were pooitive for those remaining in it. However, attendance

tended to fall with the passage of time. It was impossible to assess the trans-

fer effects of the acquired musical skill to piano or other areas of music in

the short 4 months for this evaluation. Nor was it possible to determine oject-

ively motivational effects on other subject areas or on prevention of actual

school dropout in the time alloted. As indicated in the preceding section,

improvement in student attitude toward education and the school on the student

attitudinal survey instrument, brae not significant. Mechanical problems with

equipment, electrical outlets, room layout and work tables also frustrated for-

ward movement in the program, No funds had been allocated for equipment main-

tenance and repair.

Failure of the two teachers to coordinate instructional activities was

heightened by the loss of the original curriculum design or syllabus for the

course at its inception. It became necessary for the teacher and the Project

Director who authored it to redo their work which appears in Appendix A.

However, it was not reconstituted until the end of the program year. Thus

the characterization of the instructional sequence has been rendered more

difficult, and its weaknesses as well as its strengths more difficult to

identify.

D. Changes in Student Attendance

It has been pointed out that student attendance fell off sharply during

the first half of the Spring term. Students remaining in the ETHOS classes_by

midterm tended to follow through to completion.

3 9
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Two kinds of attendance studies have been followed in this program:

The first one, is an absence study of students in terms of the
Tiare schi561 day.

The second one, is the study of absence from the ETHOS class only,
which includes cuts just from this class and includes attendance
only at the ETHOS class where otherwise absent from the whole
school day.

Table 7 compares all absence rates both in terms of the entire school day

and tha ETHOS classes only, both for the project term--Spring 1971 and the pre-

program term--Fall-Winter 1970-71. These data are shown both for the program

retainees and the program dropouts.

Insert Table 7

Table 7 shows the specially selected more disaffected students assigned

to the Special ETHOS class distinguished themselves as a group from the regular

ETHOS classes in several ways:

1. A higher whole shool day absence rate by about 2:1 for the
Special ETHOS group program retainees.

2. A lower whole school day absence rate for Special ETHOS group
program dropouts.

Practically no difference in absence rate between program
retainees and program dropouts on whole school day data
within the Special ETHOS class group, compared to much
higher school absence rates for program dropouts from
the replier ETHOS classes.

4. Higher absence rates on whole day school absence for the
Special ETHOS group who remained in the program this spring
than in the pre-program term, compared to mixed (higher one class/
lower other class) results from the replier ETHOS relatively
non-selected groups.

5. Regarding the second kind of absence studied -- ETHOS class
absence only -- much lower absence rates by about half on
All 3 ETHOS classes attendance records for those remaining
with the program All 18 weeks, than for whole day school

absence as determined from Official School Absence Records.

4 0
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Table 7

Comparative Absence Rates ETHOS Program Retainees vs. Dropouts

(Average Absence in Days and in Percent of Total School Days)

Special ETHOS
Class

Regular ETHOS
Class 1 - 214

Regular ETHOS
Class 1 - 216

In
thru
End

Drop

Out

In
thru
End

Drop

Out

In

thru
End

Drop

Out
N=11 N=13 FIZIT W733 N=21 N=17

SCHOOL ABSENCE.
Spring 1971. Project 13.2 13.6 5.7 23.7 7.8 15.9
Term. (89 days) 14.8% 15.3% 6.4% 26.6% 8.8% 17.9%

SCHOOL ABSENCE
Winter 1970. Pre- 10.3 16.0 5.9 12.3 5.4 14.7
Project Term. (85 days) 12.1% 18.8% 6.9% 14.5% 6.4% 17.3%

ETHOS CLASS ABSENCE OR
CUTS ONLY. Spring 6.2 21.0 3.0 28.9 3.2 13.1
1971. (89 days) 7.0% . 23.6% 3.4% 32.5% 3.6% 14.7%

Table 8

Significance of ETHOS Absence Champ:*

Special ETHOS Regular ETHOS Regular ETHOS
Class Class 1 - 214 Class 1 - 216

N = 10 N = 15 N = 22
PROJECT TERM. Spring

'1971. (39 days)
Mean Absence Days
Standard Deviation

PRE-PROJECT TERM. Winter
1970-71. (85 days)
Mean Abaence Days
Standard Deviation

DIFFERENCE
Mean Difference (days)
Stand. Dev. of Diff.
Stand. Error of Diff.

13.2

10.3

-2.9

11.9

9.5

7.5
2.5

5.7
6.5

5.9
4.4

+0.5
4.8
1.3

7.8
9.3

5.4
4.4

-2.6
8.4
1.8

CALCULATED t VALUE

TABULATED t VALUE

SIGNIFICANCE (+ or nsd)

1.2

2.6

niSbdO

.38

2.15

n.s.d.

1.14

2.08

n. a. d.

* Taiwn from Official School Records counted in days absent.

N = matched pairs of days absent cf the same students in project term and
_pre-projrct usrm.

4 1
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This suggests students sometimestbut-in" or dropped into school
without otherwise registering their presence just to attend
ETHOS class, and then cut out Again.

On the study of statistical significance of absence rates for those complet-

ing the ETHOS course, compared to their absence rates during the pre-program year,

Table 8 summarizes this parameter, utilizing a correlated Ilt" test based on means

and standard deviations for all students completing the ETHOS course, and complet-

inig the pre-program term -- Fall,Winter 1970-71.

Insert Table 8

The Special ETHOS class had the highest difference rate between the pre-

program semester and the project semester in Spring, 1971. It also suffered a

net increase in average absence rate from pre-program to project term by almost

3 days, although the sample size was considerably smaller (only 10 program re-

tainees) than for the two regular ETHOS classes. The Special ETHOS class showed

the widest deviation from the mean scores in its higher standard deviation rates.

Regardless of whether the absence rates for a particular clars group in-

creased somewhat or decreased, the calculated t scores for test of correlated

means between pre-program and project semesters failed to exceed the tabular t

values. Hence, in all cases, the changes in absence rate were not statistically

significant at the .05 level of probability (two-tailed test).

The demand for group improvement in absence reduction, stated ai)a criter-.

ion measure on the Evaluation Objective #2 A of the design for the program

was not met in two ways:

1. Thare were not 60 participants measurable by end of the project,
but only 47.

2. Absence reduction by from 20-to-40% from pre-program to program
semesters was not met by a wide margin of ro significant change.

4 2
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E. Aca.demic AcLievement
The measure of changes in academic achievement from the year before the

ETHOS program to the spring term 1971 through study of Official School Records,

has been, based on the hypothesis that the motivational input of the musical

skills program would carry over into academic achievment.

Reduction of deficit in reading and mathematics was to be measured by

recording scores from Metropolitan Achievement Tests of other standardized

instruments on a two-year basis.

Examination of official Cumulative Record Folders in the school revealed:

1. Incompleteness of entry of standardized reading scores. Most
reporting sas in Grade Equivalents for reading only.

2. Use of tests other than the Metropolitan Achievement Tests
(1959 edition, revised) for a proportion of those tested.
Such testa as the Nelson Reading Test and Hinnesota Test of
Minimum Competence in Reading (percentile ratings only)
occupied a part of the records examined.

3. The almost total absence of standardized test scores in
mathematics on the students' Official Record folders for
their high school careers.

4. The administration of Metropolitan Achievement Tests among
relatively few students in th- Spring of 1971 -- primarily
9th graders with extensive absence in showing up for the
test among those assigned.

These findings were confirmed by interview with guidance counselors and

reading coordinators for the various grades. The offer to have us re-test all

ETHOS students for reading on the Metropolitan instrument -- a procedure not

called for in the deSign of the study -- was made in mid-June, too late to im-

plement with already half the participants having dropped out, and others

assigned on priority to Regents and City-Wide examination testing.

Table 9 presents the summary of data on the reading scores available to

approach a study of change in academic achievenent among program part:oipants

as closely as possible by camparison of test result2 during the program term

with acores of the preceding year.

Insert Table 9
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Table 9

Ch ea in Academic Achievement from ETHOS

Metropolitan Achievement Test Scores for Readimg
in Mean Grade Equivalents for each Group

Average Modal
Progress Progress
Grade Grade

SPECIAL ETHOS
CLASS

Retainees
--Ro.

Dropouts
No.

.1 9 7 0 1 9 7 1

6.7 7.2
6

5.4 4.9
10 2

1Cth 10th

1Cth 10th

llth 12th

llth 1Cth

9th 9th

9th 9th

REGULAR ETHOS
CLASSES

Class 1-214
Retainees

No.

Dropouts
No.

,llass 1-216

Retainees
No.

Dropc,uts

No.

8.0
lo 0

6.6
6 0

7.0 6.9
4 13

5.8 6.5
9 8

4 4
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Those trends observable from inspection of Table 9 reveal:

1. A reading deficit of 3 or more years for the Special ETHOS group;
a reading deficit of 3 or more years for upper classmen of one regular ETHOS
group, and of 2 or more years for lower classmen of the second regular ETHOS
group. The Special ETHOS class had the highest overall reading deficit, thus
tending to corroborate that this group had been correctly selected as that
group of students most disaffected from school achievement.

2. Gains from pre-program to program year for those participants
who were tested and retested were less than 1.0 years in extent, and in fact
Showed losses for two of the subgroups (allowing for small sample sizes and
a lack of matched sample pairs). In short, participation in the program failed
to reduce reading deficit as measured. This failure to reduce reading deFIER
did not therefore Toirel7INe 10-to-25% group improvement criterion in standardized

dIFE achievement scores demanded in the design of the study.

3. Students with initially lower reading scores tended to consti-
tute dropouta from the program. Conversely, students with the leant reading
deficit tended to be motivated to complete the program. This self-selecting
difference was large and consistent for all 3 ETHOS classes. In short, the
very students moat disaffected from school work and achievement and for wham
the program was supposed to be most applicable were the ones most likely not
to stay with it. :These program dropouts (for whom records were available)
tended to show reading deficits in excess of 4 years.

Metropolitan Achievement scores in mathematics on a pre-program basis

were available from only 7 students pooled from all ETHOS classes as follows:

Grade Equivalents Flogress Grade
5.8 8th
0 9th

4.9 8th
6.0 8th
6.2 8th
6.2 9th
4.7 8th

Mean Score .-Tar 775-. Average Progress Grade.

There was no program year follow-up testing in mathematics for any of these

samples. No inference concerning the effects of the ETHOS program on math-

ematics achievement can therefore be drawn.

Of the 92 program participsnts in the 3 ETHOS classes, only 12 could be

rtudied as matched pair samples on pre-w!ogram to program term reading gains,

as determined by records of standardized achievement testing. These cases are

Insert Table 10

4 5
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listed below in descending order of score change for test-retest.

STUDENT
NO.

Table 10

Two YeantAllttcmlitan Readingjchievement Testing--

Presented as Matched Test Pairs for Each Student

1970
Grade
Equivalent

1971
Grade
Equivalent

Changes
in

Grade Equivalent

1 9.3 11.3 + 2.0 years
2 5.1 7.1 + 2.0 years
3 9.3 10.7 + 1.4 years
4 5.8 6.7 + 0.9 year
5 5.8 6.2 + 0.4 year
6 6.9 7.1 + 0.2 year
7 6.1 6.3 + 0.2 year
Ii. 5.2 4.9 - 0.3 year
9 5.0 4.7 - 0.3 year
10 5.6 5.2 - 0.4 year
11 5.7 5.2 - o.5 year
12 la- 4.8 - 0.9 year

MEANS: 6.3 6.7 + 0.4 year
(N 12)

These changes represent on the average (averaging a gain of only + 0.4 of

a year) less than could be expected from normal student growth alone without

intervention of any special program.

* * *
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IV CONCLUSIONS4c RECOMMENDATIONS

A Conclusions from the ETHOS Study

Relating the findings just presented to the objectives of the project,

cPrtain conclusions-may be offered as detailed below, keeping in mind that

the five months operation of the program and the small population samples

involved suggest a certain tentativeness to some of the conclusions.

Conclusions to Primary Objectives

The following four conclus?ons are keyed to the primary objectives

listed in Section I from the analysis of the problem.

1. The combination of portable desk organs, highly structured music

learning books and strong music teaching within the structured ETHOS music

syllabus is effective in producing highly significant gains in the acquisition

of musical skills and knowledge through a process of direct participation

and feedback. (rhisaConclusion is keyed to primary objective #1). The

measurement instrument has been the In-House ETHOS Achievement Test (Appendix

C) administered on a pre-post-program basis, but no determination has been

made within this conclusion of the relative weights of contribution of the

live teaching, musical'instruments or Thompson music books. Furthermore, as

a subordinate part of this statement, it can be tentatively concluded that

the teaching-learning process ,..ms sufficiently generalized'in producing

highly statistically significant learning gains to not discriminate among

the Special Enos and the regular ETHOS student class groups.

2. The ETHOS program produced no significant difference in absence

rate for participants among the semeste: of its operation as compared to

absence rate of these same participante the pre-program semester. This

4 t-.7
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conclusion is keyed to primary objective #2A. Although sample sizes were

limited (totalling 36) in restricting this study to only those remo,i.aing in

the program to the end, the failure to reduce absence significantly was

consistent for all ETHOS class groups, and, in fact, absence rates went

up slightly in two of the three classes during program operation. Students

who dropped out of the ETHOS program by mid-semester were not compared in

the correlated t-tests of significance.

3. Nothing in the ETHOS program can be concluded to carry over into

academic achievement. On the basis of limited statistical evidence, this

type of skills program does not appear to induce auxillary changes of

transferring into the area of reading skills. In the area of mathematical

skills, no conclusion is offered on the basis of not having obtained

comparative data. This conclusion is keyed to primary objective #2b.

4. The ETHOS program produced nu significant improvement in

positivity of attitude improvement toward education and the school among

program participants during the five months of its operation. This oonclusion

is keyed to primary objective #3. Slight gains in positivity of attitude

in the three ETHOS classes to the extent of about 1/40th or 21/2 percent of

the score range could be attributed to the self-selection of students

with the more positively oriented remaining in the program, and the most

disaffected dropping out. This correlates with the data that those who

dropped out tended to have higher absence rates and lower reading scores.

Within the narrow time span of the program, the above should not be thought

of as a hard ct,nclusion, but a tentavive -Indication of directions.

4 6
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Conclusions to Secondary Ob ectives

The following four conclusions are keyed to secondary objectives

4 through 7 in Section 1B of the analysis of the problem.

1. From weekly on-site observations and close examination of all

program components and materials in use, it can be concluded that the most

critical program components were tmplemented that allowed it to function

effectfvely, but that all of the components as originally listed in the

research design were not present. As keyed to objective #4, wind instrument

training was abandoned at the beginning of the program in favor of concentra-

tion entirely on the portable desk reed organs. The target population, it

can also be concluded came overwhelmingly from low socioeconomic status homes,

and for every participant, via the vehicle of instruction, their focus was on

learning by doing.

2. Individualization of instruction was an incompletely implemented

secondary goal, it is concluded from ongoing weekly observations. As keyed

to objective #5, on the positive side, the guided individual use and feedback

on the portable desk organ by each student represented a feature of in-

dividualization not found in music appreciation courses, but found in

instrumental practice groups. On the other side, was the absence of

highly structured '1r prcJgrammed learning materials presented for self-paced

or autoinstruction. Adequate as the John Thompson well ,::ractured

traditional music books were . t_ext for the course, they were used within

the context of traditional teacher-led instruction. Student responsibilities

for their own learning was thus not directly fostered, but heavily dependent

upon teacher modelling behaviors and on small group practice in unison or

4 9
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serial playing of the same materials. The absence of a pre-set syllabus

during most of the term allowed more flexibility in teaching patterns,

which was used by one of the teachers to have more open-ended individual

student practice sessions. However, this was accomplished at the expense

of covering considerably less material in the text than was encompassed

by the other faculty member. No instrument was designed to assess degree

of students' sense of responsibility for their own learning, and individual

interviews did not throw light on this dimension of objective #5.

3. No conclusion is offered on the degree of positive socialization

fostered through working together as a performing group in music part of

the time, as called for in design objective 06. While student cooperation

with the teacher remained on a high level throughout the program, it has not

been possible to assess whether this was due to the force of teacher energy

and personality in the instructive process, due to student motivation with

the instrumentation in the course, or to a combination of factors. Discipline

problems in the ETHOS classes were minimal; a certain level of noise and

discourteous fooling with tte organ keys was considev.d normal, and the

teachers as basic classroom survival technique long since learned their

student population well enough not to focus on every occurrence as martinets.

Group unison playing was almoci always well managed and effectively engaged

in. No observations of student socialization or group actions carrying

over outside the formal instruction was possible for this program. Formal

classroom observational analysis instruments, based upon techniques of

Bellack, Flanders and their followers was not attempted. Unfortunately, no

departmental or school-wide auditorium performance program was planned as

an outcome goal of the projbct requiring positive socialization beyond the

standard classroom.

bu
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4. The ETHOS program does not appear at this time sufficiently

developed to represent "....a Model program for disaffected pupils that will

have potential applicability - generalizability to similar situations...."

This sobering conclusion from the goal of objective #7 is necessitated by:

- the lack of statistically significant differences in absence

reduction.

- tbe lack of statistically significance difference in groups in

positivity of attitude.

- the failure of transfer of learning to academic areas.

- the incomplete implementation of programmed learning and individualized

instruction.

- absence of a preplanned structured curriculum during most of the program.

- the lack of administrative control over student programming and

placement in the three classes.

- the limited commitment of the schoo1'3 cen'_.l administration to an

only one semester funded program input, cld absence of publicity

about the program.

If we reflect back ongele original overall problem stated for the ETHOS

program from the 8 primary .w&ld secondary conclusions just dealt with:

Can generalized improvement transfer over to other areas from an

acquired level of musica: skill where motivation, reinforcement and

success are built im?

We are forced to conclude that the major goal of generalized improvement

and transfer of learning has fallen short of accomplishment. On the more

pusitive side, we have seen a sustaining of motivation and a relatively

51



successful development of early musical knowledge and performance

skills where nonhad existed among a disaffectéTstudent group in

an urban high school setting, for those 507 of participants who chose

to remain to the end of the program.

* * *
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Recommendations for Future Programs

Recommendations Relating to the musical skills that can be acquired.

1. The program should operate for an entire school year of two

semesters. This could foster a higher skills level and allow sufficient

time to experiment with the use of additional individualized instructional

materials.

2. Individualized instructional materials not in regular use could

be experimented with on a intensive basis as part of the ETHOS curriculum--

cassette tapes, programed instructional materials and supplementary musical

books.

3. Instrumentation could be expanded to include inexpensive recorder

flutes as called for in the original program proposal to the State Education

Department. This would constitute greater diversity of instrumentation to

motivate and stimulate a wider variety of musical ability allowing for

greater range of musical expression.

4. Expansion of musical instruction in a full year's course with

several different musical instruments with varied and individualized

instructional materials will allow the In-House Achievement Test, question

groups VI, VII and VIII - Items 20 - 26, covering student creative component

areas: creation of melodies, their transposition, chord transposition and

time transformations (see Appendix C) to be included in the testing

measurement. The single semester pilot program did not provide time for

this aspect of musical skill creativity.

Recommendations Relatim to Other, Aspects of the School Program

1. Greater Autonomy of the Music Department in selection and placement

of students in the Special ETHOS class vs. Che less rigorously selected

sae
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students for the regular ETHOS classes, could permit a differential absence

study to show more significant difference, if a difference is due to this

type of program. Maintaining school administration's Program Committee

with veto power over student criteria for selection and placement, puts

too great a restriction over quality control in student placement and in

filling classes with required student number for which the program is

budgeted.

2. Standardized achievement tests should be conducted on a pre-

and post-program basis for enrollees as regular part of the testing to

assess transfer of effects from the program to reading and mathematics

skills. Use of the Metro' '70 test battery or the High School Battery

for Reading and Mathematics of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests would

assure data for every participant in a one-year program. Depending upon

school records with their problems of transfers, of in-migrant students,

of absence from testing, and of use of other test instruments is highly

unreali:itic and is contraindicated in any future research design.

Recommendations Relating to Attitudinal Slur= of Participants

1. Item analysis of tip att4tudinal survey instrument to revise or

eliminate items that fail as discrimators should" be completed. Other

items from validated attitudinal questionnaires should be sought and used

in a revised instrument. With a one-year course input, the sensitivity

of measure should be greater, and significant differences in attitude

would be expected to result.

2. Institution of changes in the ETHOS syllabus to include an outcome

musical production that goes beyond the classroom as a goal, such as an

auditorium presentation could have more impact upon student socialization
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facrors that rCs.ght prove more motivating for the program and result in a

higher level of attitudinal changes.

Recmmendations with Regard to Curriculum

1. The project should opfArate with a completely drafted, agreed upon,

duplicated syllabus, a copy of which resides hands of each partici-

pating instructor. This can help avoid extra buraen in lesson planning

and undue gaps in content coverage resulting when each teacher is forced

to go it alone. The syllabus should be broken into intermediate goals,

keyed to behaviorally stated sub-objectives for every unit.

2. Instruction could be organized more nearly like that in a

learning laboratory, using school projects such as use of electronic piano

laboratory as model.

3. Finally, the revised syllabus should incorporate outcome per-

formance(s) presented to the school in auditorium assemblage as highly

motivating goals to the instruction, only suggestively present in the

current syllabus (see Appendix E Week #17).

Recommendatioqs with Respect to Personnel and Budget

1. The teaching group should be required to meet regularly as a

team to coordinate progress, analyze problems, and move innovatively

toward their solution. The project coordinator should be present at these

project meetings.

2. A clerk-typist, part or full-time should be budgeted for to handle

typing of forms and evaluation instruments, scoring of the instruments,

keeping of class lists, -:m-narative class attendance data, and student record

cards. The project coordinator handled many of these tasks as well as
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the many budget forms, to the detriment of his other functions as Music

Department Chairman.

3. rudget should allow for a 10% overedge on orders of every item for

loss and breadown and a fund for repairs. Operatinr, a project as was

done on a zero margin is especially unwlse.

In summary, it is recommended that before replicating this pilot

project, most of the above recommendations should be instituted as

necessary reforms, since the project tended to operate without effective

functioning of the above recommendations, many of which can be regarded as

critical to full implementation of the intent of the program to produce

significant growth in academic skills, absence reduction and positivity of

attitude toward education and the school. Due to the fact that the program

has been terminated, the evaluation does not recommend its recycling at this

time.

* * *



APPENDIXA
OUTLINE OF THE ETHOS SYLLABUS

A Tentative Course of Study for Ethos Project - Spring, 1971*

Week #1
Orientation: Scope and purpose of course/assignment of instruments and
places; administration of Achievement Test (Pre), Attit ldinal Survey,
Aptitude Test.

Week #2
Exploration of Sound: Concept of high and low (pitch discrimination, soft
and loud, (dynamics) short and long (duration), fast-slow-medium (.r-mpo).

Week #3

Continue work as above and - Introduce the "eight note span" (defined as

octave). - Number identification of fingers for playing eight note sequence-
left and right hand. Start of development of digital dexterity.

Week #4
Continue work of Week #3 and
Creation of original melodies by students; to be performed by students where
possible; development of aural acuity.

Week #5
Familiar Melodies: Students to be taught to play familiar melodies-by rote-
emnloying concept begun in week #3.

Week #6
Expansion of playing range: Develop ability to recognize tones and to play
beyond the original eight note span (octave).

Week #7

Introduction of Text (Thompson, Adult Preparatory Method for Piano)
Introduce whole, half, quarter, and eight notes. Relate to earlier concept
of "short and long". See Week #2. Explain relative value of (note value)
symbols.

Text Page five (5) under notes and time signatures.

Week #8
Introduction of Staff: Show staff and its function; lines and spaces - names
for each in treble clef (first). Relate symbols to concept of high and low
sounds (pitch). See Week #2
Text page five (5) under Elements of Notation.

Week #9
Follow Week #8 for introduction of lines and .spaces in bass clef.

-
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Week #10 and #11
The "Great Staff" - Provide experiences, drill, examples from text, in com-
bining ue.e of left and right hand; reading symbols in both clefs.
Make rote songs --- "meaningful" - to be played by students from printed
(musical) symbols,

Week #12
Evaluation: Observation by chairman; conference with teacher re: progress
of project, in general, and of individual students, specifically.
Introduce accidentals-noncept and function of sharps and flats. Introduce
(slightly) more complicated melodies to be performed by students.

Week #13
Review: Review-rote scales, finger patterns (numbers) scalea by letter names,
note values, symbols already learned. Introduce tempo markings (see fast-
slow concept Week #2); use of Italian terms for tempo. IntrOduce terms from
Glossary-text page 80.

Week #14

Interpretation: Introduction of phrasing, tempo markings, dynamics, etc. for
a (more) musical performance. See pages 21 and 28 in text. Introduce the
concept of Form; explain simple designs of composition. See page 32 in text.

Week #15
Technical Drill: Further develop coordination and speed (digital Dexterity).
Desiga exercises according to individual needs ot students. Teacher to create
needed exercises. Write one example, for use by all, on blackboard.

Week #16
Repertoire: With students select suitable (brief, simple) cemposition for
individual performance. Students to be aided in individual practice by the
teacher. Suggest aids to memorization. Guidelines to evaluation of student
performance: proper playing position, tempo, phrasing, dynamics, correct
pitch and note values.

May select from text page 7 (#1, 2, 3) page 9 (#4, 5, 6) page 13 (013)
page 22 (Swans on the Lake) page 29 (Passing in Two's) page 32 (Dutch Dance).

Week #17
"Performance Time": Students will perform, individually, for a "jury" of
their peers, the teacher, chairman of music, etal: Provides experience in
"public" performance-and an opportunity for evaluation by the teacher. En-
courage self-evaluation of performance; teacher to offer additional constru-
tive suggestions.

See guidelines for evaluation - Week #16
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Week #18
Evaluation: Administer and score Achievement Test (post) and Attitudinal
Survey; review work covered to date; consider grades on basis of Achievement
Test Scores (Post); gather all data for statistical processing; discuss, with
students, value of and reactions to the experiment - and elicit opinions re-
garding its future continuance with, or without, changes.

* Prepared by Dr. Lionel Kaplan, Chairman and Mr. Lucian MacDonald, Project
Teacher Music Department, George W. Wingate High School, Brooklyn, New York
Dr. Robert L. Schain, Principal.



APPENDIXB
PAN AMERICAN MUSIC APTITUDE TEST, AS MODIFIED

Modification.by Project Director, Music Department

Name Music Crass

I Rhythm III Melody

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

II Pitch IV Chords

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

N.B. AnsWer by using only plus (4) or minus (-)

Score Value at 5 points per item. Maximum Score Possible 100

Discriminating Stimulus for each item presented by means of Recording.



APPENDIX
IN-HOUSE ETHOS ACHIEVEMENT TEST*

Score

(Name) (Music Class)

(Official Class) (Music Teacher)

Play a note: play a higher note
lower "

higher " 3

II Play: Two short notes, 2 long notes
one short note, 3 long
four "

9 2 "

4

3

6

III Play a four note pattern
(on same pitch) 7

-one faster pattern 8

slower 9

-" faster 10

IV Play 2nd count:
note-silence-note-note 11

note-note-silence-note 12

note-note-note-silence 13

Find: C 14 P 18

C# 15 Bb 19
16'

F# 17

VI Create a four (4) bar melody
Change a melody to minor mode
Harmonize melody in major

using I - IV - V

VII Play major chord; make it minor
" minor " ; make it major

4
VIII four bars in time

" " in time
4

-51-
61

20
23.

22

23

24

25

26
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IX Thompson Book (Adult) page 7
Read (and play) line I IRH
4 bars Rod. line II 6,9 LH

line III 00, RH/LH

X Clap-recite p.11 last line

APPENDIX C

27
28

30

Prepared by: Dr. Lionel Kaplan, Chairman, Music Department
George W. Wingate High School, Dr. Robert L. Schain, Principal

Score Values: Items 1-3 1 point
4-6 3 points

7 4 points
8-19 2 points

20-22 6 points
23-24 3 points
25-30 6 points

Total Score 100 points
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APPENDIXD
Name

Class

STUDENTS' SURVEY -- ETHOS PROJECT Date
ON EDUCATION & THE SCHOOL

PART I Decide how much you agree or disasree by pattin3 a check in one box
for each sentence about education and schooling.

J

fitrongly

knee

4

Agree

J

Un-
decided

L

Disagree

1

Strongly
Disa ree ITEMS

*1. A person can learn more by
working three years than by
going to high school.

*2. I think a person is foolish
to keep going to school, if
he can get a job.

3. The more schooling I have, the
better I will be able to enjoy lif

4. Education helps me to use my
leisure time to better advantage.

5. I can advance mom rapidly in
business and industry, if I have
a high school-diploma.

* . I believe only subjects like
reading, writing and erithmetic
should be taugilt at public expense

*7. I think there are too many fads
and frills in modern education.

8. I believe our schools encourage
a person to think for himself.

9. To me, a high school education
makes a man a better citizen.

10. Solution of the world's problams
will come through education, I say

*11. I go to school only because I am
compelled to do so.

12. I think time spent studying is
wasted.

Starred items (*) have negative meaning. If you agree with them, your attitude
is against education and schooling. If you Check disagree, you are in favor of
education and schooling.

TURN PAGE TO CONTINUE ---

53 -
6 3
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J 5
Strongly

AF.F.e
Ts-

4

Agree

3
Un-
decided

2

Disagree

I

Strongly
Disagree ITEMS (Continued)

13. I see education as an excellent
character builder.

*14. I think too much money is spent
on education.

15. To my opinion, education does far
more good than ham.

16. My education will he of use to me
after I leave school.

*17. Classrooms are dull places,
I think.

18. I enjoy going to class.

*19. Rules make school seem like prison
to me.

20. I think we should help make others
obey the rules.

*21. Some teachers seen unreasonable
to me.

*22. I say that we students should
run our own claLses
without teachers.

*23. I like school closed.

*24. Studying interferes with some of
my other plans and activities.

25. I think I should give up going
places for studying.

26. I think a high school diploma
will help me to get a job.

27. I like to do school work at school

28. I would rather go to high school
than to stay at home.

29. I believe that all the better
class of people have high school
educations.

3 . The high school teaches me mostly
old and useless information.

!-Irri- PART

GO oN TO PARTS II & III
ON NEXT PAGE ---

- 54 -

6 4
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PART II Feelings you have about yourself, your education, and your hopes for work.
Check one box for your feeling about each item.

a

Strong
or Good
Feeling

.t

Fair
Feeling

3
No Feel-
big, or
Not Sure

c

Poor
Feelirg

1

Bad or
Very Poor
Feeling ITEMS____

31. Learaing something new

32. The kind of person I am

33. How well I read

34. How well I do mathematics

35. The school I attend

36. The quality of education I get

37. The job I will have some day

38. My teachers

39. Going to school in the morning

40. Continuing my education or trainin
after I finish high school.

PART III Show how interested you may be by checking one box for each area
of interest below.

J

Very much
Interest

4

Some
Interest

3

Little
Interest

Z.

No
Interest

I

Great
Dislike ITEMS

41.
,

Listening to music

42. Playing a musical instrument
,

43. Singing
44. Drawing or painting

45. Learning what others like me
have done in the past.

46. Watching TV

47. Going to dances

48. Going to concerts
-

49. Going to plays

50. Visiting museums and other
famous places.

Look back to see if you have
decided and placed a check
for each of the .50 items.

Thank you tion. youk coopeution:



APPENDIXE
FACULTY MDTERM QUESTICNNAIRE

ETHOS TeacherIe Program EvEluation Form

Kindly indicate your professional
evaluation of each of the program
camponents listed in a brief statement
each.
When campleted, this form will camplete
your report obligation requested of you
for this project.

Teacher

Your evaluation of:
1. Student progress in muoi,s21_21111_She_speclall:

2. Methods and Materials used instructing your students:
(Indicate any work done on a syllabus for the Program)

3. State Motivations you used that received
aucsaasila

"mauccessful
Reception:

4. Overall Student Attendance and Changes Noted at
beginang, middle, and end of project:

5. Student Cooperation with ETHOS Program:

6. Overall Student Attitudes, noting changes
between beginning and end of Project:

7. List Special Problems Noted
for this Program:

List Favorable Possibilities Noted
for this Program
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8. Affects of this Program with student work
in other sub ect areas:

9. Indicate degree and particulars of Coordination with
other ,member of ETHOS Team:

10. SUMMARY STATEMENT- -Your General Opinion of ETHOS Project:
(Include Whether You Think the Program Should be Continued,
and if so, on What Basis)

PLEASE USE REVERSE SIDE
FOR ANY FURTHER COMMENTS


